Aeroplane parts diagram

An aircraft part is an article or component approved for installation on a type-certificated
aircraft. Approval for these parts is derived from the jurisdictions of the countries that an
aircraft is based. A production certificate holder may produce parts from the type design that is
associated with the production approval. A Parts Manufacturer Approval, or PMA, is one way to
obtain approval to produce replacement or modification parts for installation on a
type-certificated product. The FAA will consider a part to be owner-produced and therefore legal
if the owner is meaningfully involved in its production in any of the following ways:. These
include, navigation systems, communication systems, traffic collision avoidance system TCAS ,
etc. Some high value aircraft parts can be repaired using various re-manufacturing processes
such as machining, welding, plating, etc. The techniques described in Advisory Circular
Demand for aircraft recycling is thus growing with 9, retirements in the decade including 4,
narrowbodies. Suspected unapproved parts are those aeronautical parts that should be deemed
unairworthy and are therefore not eligible for installation on an aircraft or another aeronautical
product because their design, manufacture or distribution is in conflict with aviation
regulations. This means that such a part may not have an approved design, may be
manufactured by an unapproved manufacturer, distributed by an unapproved distributor,
possibly even taken from scrap aircraft while bypassing mandatory and costly shop inspection
and recertification processes. Indicators for an unapproved or bogus part may reach from
missing, incomplete or counterfeit certification, missing or manipulated identification plates,
physical aspects like surface grain structure, shape, colour, or weight deviating from the
removal part, to any indicators of poor workmanship as well as a suspiciously low purchase
price. Suspected unapproved parts shall be reported to the national aviation authority. Aircraft
parts are produced by manufacturers. The Aeronautical Repair Station Association represents
organizations which repair aircraft and aircraft components including aircraft parts. Some
aircraft parts are sold by distributors. Distributors of aircraft parts are represented by the
Aviation Suppliers Association. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Main article: Parts
Manufacturer Approval. Main article: Technical Standard Order. Main article: Repairable
component. Cornell Law University, Legal Institute. Cornell Law University. Retrieved
September 8, Aviation Week Network. Categories : Aircraft components. Namespaces Article
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Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Add links. Although aircrafts have evolved a lot
since the WWI, the major components of an aircraft have remained same. The location, size and
type of the components may vary from a Cessna to Boeing , however the primary functionality
of the components remains same. The powerplant, perhaps the most important of components,
is a combination of both the engine and the propeller. The primary function of an engine is to
generate the power necessary to run the propeller. In modern aircrafts, the powerplant is also
used to generate electrical power necessary for operating all the electrical components i. In
earlier small sized aircrafts the engine was positioned in the front of the fuselage. However, with
the advent of commercial flying and transportation, the need for ever larger aircrafts has
increased. Massive aircrafts demand considerable lift and thrust force and now need multiple
powerplants. As a consequence the engine has been shifted to the either side of a fuselage to
accommodate multiple powerplants. Nacelle is the part that covers the engine under the wing
and it streamlines the flow of air for efficient combustion of fuels. The propeller, which is
mounted on the front of the engine, converts the power developed by engine into forward
thrust. The fuselage includes the cockpit, for pilots and the cabin, for passengers. It will often
have additional space for cargo depending upon the type of aircraft. The construction of the
fuselage will vary on different types of aircraft. Materials ranging from wood to welded steel
tubes were used to make the fuselage during WW II. Today, to reduce weight and increase
strength, hydroformed aluminium tubes are used to make the fuselage in modern small sized
aircrafts. You will also find that the fuselage of the airplane is generally covered with aluminium
sheets. In the truss fuselage structure the loads are not uniformly distributed through-out the
body. Further more, this type of structure offers minimum cabin space. To uniformly distribute
the forces, a monocoque or semi-monocoque chassis is used to make modern aircrafts as
depicted in the image below. The monocoque skin is used to support loads. For example, you
can exert considerable force to the ends of an aluminium can without causing any damage. But,
if you damage it through the sides it will collapse. As a consequence the monocoque chassis
can be used for smaller aircrafts. However, it is not suitable for mammoth commercial aircrafts
as they are subjected to bending and sagging loads, demanding tremendously high shell
thickness. Modern aircrafts use a combination of monocoque and truss chassis stringers to
overcome the problems associated with the monocoque and truss chassis. The wings are
aerofoils attached to each side of the fuselage to generate lift. As the air particles passes
through the wing, the shape of the wing creates differential pressure. The angle of wing is

varied or separate flaps attached on wings either to change the magnitude of lift force or to
control the speed and lift while taking off and landing. Here is a simulation indicating the
change in lift force according to the angle. The force is 0 at symmetric aerofoil and increases
with the angle. After 15 degrees the air particles are separated from the wing and the aircraft will
stall. The empennage consists of fixed surfaces such as the vertical stabilizer and the horizontal
stabilizer and movable surfaces such as the rudder and the elevator. The rudder is a movable
part of vertical stabilizer and it helps the aircraft maintain the position of the nose while
negotiating a curve. The aircraft turns by banking its wings at a specified angle depending upon
the curve. The elevators contribute to the pitch stability and they also help in changing the
angle of attack of an aircraft. When elevator moves up an increased downward force, produced
by up elevator, forces the tail down and the nose up. Whereas when the elevator moves down, a
decreased downward force at the tail causes the tail to rise and the nose to lower. As fellow
pilots would say, one wishes to be in the air forever but eventually life happens. Landing gear is
the part of an aircraft which allows the aircraft to land and takeoff again. It is the principle
support of the airplane when parked, taxiing, taking off, or landing. The most common type of
landing gear consists of wheels, but landing gears can also be floats for water operations, or
skis for landing on snow. The landing gear consists of three wheelsâ€”two main wheels and a
third wheel positioned either at the front or rear of the airplane. A steerable third wheel allows
the pilot to perform all operations while on the ground. You must be logged in to post a
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parts of an airplane and their functions. Airplanes are transportation devices which are
designed to move people and cargo from one place to another. Airplanes come in many
different shapes and sizes depending on the mission of the aircraft. The airplane shown on this
slide is a turbine-powered airliner which has been chosen as a representative aircraft. For any
airplane to fly, one must lift the weight of the airplane itself, the fuel, the passengers, and the
cargo. The wings generate most of the lift to hold the plane in the air. To generate lift, the
airplane must be pushed through the air. The air resists the motion in the form of aerodynamic
drag. Modern airliners use winglets on the tips of the wings to reduce drag. The turbine engines
, which are located beneath the wings, provide the thrust to overcome drag and push the
airplane forward through the air. Smaller, low-speed airplanes use propellers for the propulsion
system instead of turbine engines. To control and maneuver the aircraft, smaller wings are
located at the tail of the plane. The tail usually has a fixed horizontal piece, called the horizontal
stabilizer, and a fixed vertical piece, called the vertical stabilizer. The stabilizers' job is to
provide stability for the aircraft, to keep it flying straight. The vertical stabilizer keeps the nose
of the plane from swinging from side to side, which is called yaw. The horizontal stabilizer

prevents an up-and-down motion of the nose, which is called pitch. On the Wright brother's first
aircraft, the horizontal stabilizer was placed in front of the wings. Such a configuration is called
a canard after the French word for "duck". At the rear of the wings and stabilizers are small
moving sections that are attached to the fixed sections by hinges. In the figure, these moving
sections are colored brown. Changing the rear portion of a wing will change the amount of force
that the wing produces. The ability to change forces gives us a means of controlling and
maneuvering the airplane. The hinged part of the vertical stabilizer is called the rudder; it is
used to deflect the tail to the left and right as viewed from the front of the fuselage. The hinged
part of the horizontal stabilizer is called the elevator; it is used to deflect the tail up and down.
The outboard hinged part of the wing is called the aileron; it is used to roll the wings from side
to side. Most airliners can also be rolled from side to side by using the spoilers. Spoilers are
small plates that are used to disrupt the flow over the wing and to change the amount of force
by decreasing the lift when the spoiler is deployed. The wings have additional hinged, rear
sections near the body that are called flaps. Flaps are deployed downward on takeoff and
landing to increase the amount of force produced by the wing. On some aircraft, the front part
of the wing will also deflect. Slats are used at takeoff and landing to produce additional force.
The spoilers are also used during landing to slow the plane down and to counteract the flaps
when the aircraft is on the ground. The next time you fly on an airplane, notice how the wing
shape changes during takeoff and landing. The fuselage or body of the airplane, holds all the
pieces together. The pilots sit in the cockpit at the front of the fuselage. Passengers and cargo
are carried in the rear of the fuselage. Some aircraft carry fuel in the fuselage; others carry the
fuel in the wings. As mentioned above, the aircraft configuration in the figure was chosen only
as an example. Individual aircraft may be configured quite differently from this airliner. The
Wright Brothers Flyer had pusher propellers and the elevators at the front of the aircraft. Fighter
aircraft often have the jet engines buried inside the fuselage instead of in pods hung beneath
the wings. Many fighter aircraft also combine the horizontal stabilizer and elevator into a single
stabilator surface. There are many possible aircraft configurations, but any configuration must
provide for the four forces needed for flight. Beginner's Guide Home Page. Airplanes are
travelling machines that are manufactured to transport human beings and luggage from one
location to another. Airplanes travel in air very faster compared to roadway vehicles, trains and
ships. Airplanes are manufactured in manufactured in different shapes and sizes according to
the need and desire. When Airplane is travelling it has to lift its own weight, the fuel, the
passengers and the luggage. Thank you so much! This helped me a lot by reducing the amount
of studying I had to so for my science test!
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Sometimes when we go for designing of a very small and an important thing in a big machine,
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